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Act on impulse.
Understatement is the new importance.



Design:  LUCY.D

With pulse, Wiesner-Hager has created an elegant conference table system for 
top executives, with an inspiringly light visual touch and a functional design. The 
aim was to create a range of conference tables that set a new lightness of touch 
against the old heaviness of the boardroom. The modular design of pulse is the key 
to its individuality. This allows a vast number of different configurations: large or 
small, a block, an open or closed circle. Planning is quick and easy, with numerous, 
predefined arrangement variants. If you prefer individualised solutions, pulse has 
a wide range of options to offer you.

New growth.
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Summit meeting.
Light is the new success story.



The intelligent functions of pulse: they are not obtrusive, but you can 
call on them at any time. One such example is the innovative cable 
management feature. The cables are routed invisibly from the floor box 
inside the table support column. The integrated horizontal cable duct is 
useful at two levels, for housing cables and plug-ins, or for media boxes, 
for example. Or with drop-in trays that can be used for writing utensils, 
plants, beverages or snacks. pulse as a source of energy – for people 
and office equipment.

Impulsive business.
Functionality creates a new status.
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Rich in detail.

Virtually invisible.  
The vertical cable housing 
is invisible to the naked eye 
in the supporting column of 
the table frame. Cables can 
easily be drawn in through 
the detachable cover and 
connected to external outlets, 
such as floor boxes.

Innovative style of management. 
pulse cable management stays discreetly in the 
background. Invisible to the naked eye, the cables 
run below the table top in a built-in horizontal cable 
duct. The cables are routed – also invisibly – through 
the supporting column of the table frame.

At two levels. 
The horizontal cable duct has multiple
uses: an (optional) drop-in tray serves
as a beverage box, a plant holder or a
utility box, with the electric cables or
plug-ins running underneath.
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Standard model:

Table tops:
choice of laminate (MFC) or HPL top (conference tables: HPL Fenix, individual tables: HPL 
and HPL Fenix) with seamless, moisture resistant laser edge (ABS edge) or MDF board 
with standard veneers or premium veneers (walnut, zebrano) and laminated wood edge 
(straight part of the edge). Bevelled part of MDF edge in black. All other wooden surfaces 
stained acc. to WH collection.
Conference tables: veneer or wood design standard laminate: veneer direction 
crosswise. Table top includes cable channel and flap. Reinforcement plinths along both  
longitudinal edges, sheet steel powder-coated black 9005.
Individual tables: wood veneer: veneer direction crosswise. Standard laminate and 
HPL top (wood design): longitudinal direction. Table top of boat-shaped tables includes 
cable channel, sheet steel powder-coated black 9005.  

Frame:
cantilever foot and top support polished or powder-coated die-cast aluminium, supporting 
column powder-coated aluminium or polished against surcharge, plastic glides.

Linking device (conference tables): 
permanently mounted linking of table tops at the longitudinal plinths (extra linking
device not necessary).

Modesty panel height 300 mm (conference tables, optional): 
black powder-coated aluminium frame, covered with black mesh.

Electric cabling:
Conference tables:
Cable channel: black 9005 powder-coated metal.
Flap: length 500 mm, perforated metal, powder-coated as per colour card. 
Individual tables (optional): 
Rectangular cable flap: length 1000 mm, for boat-shaped tables. Powder-coated 
metal acc. to WH collection. Flap with screeprinted ornament. 
Round cable grommet: Ø 80 mm for round table. Either silver, black or white plastic 
or aluminium (stainless steel effect).  

Accessories (conference tables): 
black plastic insert for jardiniere and beverage box.
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Optional.

Configurations of tables with X-leg and T-leg frame:

Configurations of tables with C-leg frame:

pulse individual tables:



Perfect Partners.

www.wiesner-hager.com
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A-4950 Altheim
Linzer Strasse 22
T +43 (7723) 460-0
altheim@wiesner-hager.com

D-97080 Würzburg
Schürerstrasse 3
T +49 (931) 3 55 85-0
wuerzburg@wiesner-hager.com

NL-6101 XB Echt
Nobelweg 17
T +31 (475) 41 02 22
benelux@wiesner-hager.com

F-67201 Eckbolsheim
13, rue Ettore Bugatti
T +33 (3) 88 59 90 90
F +33 (3) 88 59 90 89
france@wiesner-hager.com

UK: Wiesner-Hager Ltd.
london@wiesner-hager.com

CZ-150 00 Praha 5
Drtinova 557/10
T +420 271 730 444
praha@wiesner-hager.com

Certified acc. to:
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 
and ISO 14025

„Mission Backbone”:
The quickest way to 
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